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ABOUT  
PNEK
PNEK (Production Network for Electronic Art, Norway) is a network 
structure aiming to provide good working conditions for artists 
working with electronic and interdisciplinary art. PNEK supports 
artists and organisations with project development, workshops, and 
screening/ distribution of works. International collaborations with 
artistic intentions are encouraged. From time to time we organize 
seminars and social/artistic events aiming to raise the general aware-
ness about hybrid artforms.  

Travel support
PNEK can provide basic/limited travel support for artistic/structural 
exchange, and for developing international relations (artists, curators, 
bloggers etc.). Projects linked to one/several PNEK nodes are prioritized. 

Guest apartment (Oslo)
We have a basic 2-bed guest apartment at Grünerløkka, Oslo (shared 
with UKS). The flat, owned by the municipality of Oslo, can be used 
for free in connection with short term residencies for artists/curators 
working on projects/research relevant for the network. The flat is 
busy most of the year, so please make your inquiries well in advance 
of your stay.

Structure
PNEK is organized as an independent cultural foundation, reg# 991 238 719. 
The working budget for 2014 is 130.000 EUR.

ABOUT PNEK

Tore Honoré Bøe:  
Acoustic Laptop summer 
tour 2013. Audience at 
Galeria EL, Elblag, Poland.
Photo: Milosz Kulawiak.

Lab for Physical Music, 
workshops on tactile 
soundforms by Dans  
for Voksne, Oslo.
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ABOUT PNEK ABOUT PNEK

PNEK, PO Box 2181 Grünerløkka, 0505 Oslo, Norway
E-mail: pnek@pnek.org
www.pnek.org

Office address: Olaf Ryes plass 2, 0552 Oslo, Norway
Per Platou, director – phone: (+47) 9306 9406 
Ida Lykken Ghosh, coordinator – phone: (+47) 4523 0701

«The Iron Ring Project» by Cecilia Jonsson, 
developed during her Summer Sessions 

residency at V2, Rotterdam 2013.

Kunsthall Grenland, p.32

Lydgalleriet, Bergen, p.34

Notam, Oslo, p.38 

Piksel, Bergen, p.42 

TEKS, Trondheim, p.46 

Utsikten, Kvinesdal, p.50 

Atelier Nord, Oslo, p.8 

Atopia, Oslo, p.12 

BEK, Bergen, p.16 

Dans for Voksne, Oslo, p.20 

i/o/lab, Stavanger, p.24

KINOKINO, Sandnes, p.28

Member nodes

Friendly local structures outside PNEK, p.55

The Video Art Archive 
is a pilot project initiated by Arts Council Norway in 2011. This 
archive is being developed by PNEK in the period 2012-2015, after 
which the pilot project will develop into a permanent structure. 

Key issues to be addressed: 

• Systematic mapping and collection of all video/film/media art  
    that has been produced in Norway since the mid-1960s.

• Development of a solid database tool (DAM), built on open  
    technology standards. 

• Creation of a user-friendly interface for the database.

• Management of secure user/access levels to the database.

• Digitization of older physical video formats to uncompressed digital files.

• Archiving old cassettes/tapes and playback equipment. 

• Basic investigation of methods for archiving non-linear art forms   
    (e.g. media art)

• Research and solid foundation to academic standards. 

• Communication with professionals and the general public.

 

 

Kjell Bjørgeengen: «Oscillated», 1984 (video still)
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Videokunstarkivet, PO Box 2181 Grünerløkka, 0505 Oslo, Norway 
Phone: +47 4795 5376 / Mobile: +47 9306 9406 
E-mail: pnek@pnek.org
www.videokunstarkivet.org
Office address: Olaf Ryes plass 2, 0552 Oslo, Norway

TEAM:
Per Platou (project manager)
Ida Lykken Ghosh (coordinator) 

Marit Paasche (research)
Ivar Smedstad (older techniques)
Anne Marthe Dyvi (communication)
Norgesfilm AS, Kristiansand (tech partner)
LIMA, Amsterdam (general consultancy)
Arts Council Norway: Tom Klev, Birgit Bærøe

VIDEOKUNSTARKIVET VIDEOKUNSTARKIVET 

Marit Følstad: «Flavour», 2004 (video still)

Ivar Smedstad: «Drain», 1993 (video still)

The project will comply with the highest artistic, archival, practical and 
technical requirements and follow international open source standards.

Nina Wenhart at Speculative  
Archiving symposium, Oslo 2013
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ATELIER  
NORD
is a project and exhibition base for unstable art 
forms, such as electronic and media art. Our aim is 
to create better conditions for these art forms and 
to maintain a critical reflection in relation to them.

Atelier Nord acts as co-producer for larger scale 
project proposals. In this case project collaboration 
can encompass the production of artworks, 
exhibitions, workshops, publications, seminars, 
conferences or other types of events. In this form of 
collaboration, we generally take responsibility for 
production, while the applicant acts as project 
leader or curator.

Alvin Lucier: «Empty Vessels», 2013

Mugetuft: «AV performance», 2013
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ATELIER NORD

is Atelier Nord’s production and exhibition space for media art. We
show continuously changing exhibitions, video art screenings and
conduct workshops, seminars and public presentations. In collaboration
with PNEK we are offering artist residencies and we cooperate
with national and international artists, institutions and galleries. 
 

Address: Atelier Nord ANX, Olaf Ryes Plass 2, Oslo  
www.ateliernord.no/anx/

 

Atelier Nord, Wergelandsveien 17, N-0167 Oslo 

E-mail: office@ateliernord.no  
www.ateliernord.no
Director: Ivar Smedstad (ivar@ateliernord.no)

Atelier Nord ANX, interior

ATELIER NORD

Projects 2014
Live Video / Mapping 
Live Video / Mapping is an initiative to promote the comprehension
and exploration of live time based art and mapping. The techniques 
of Mapping and Live Video offer unique possibilities of re-contextua-
lizing and adapting time based media in areas outside the classic 
constraints of the frame. The project seeks to plow new ground and 
investigate areas beyond «expanded cinema».

View Video Art! (Vis Videokunst!)
The project involves curating and screening of film- and video art at
different venues throughout Norway. We hope to promote the art
form on different platforms of presentation outside the gallery
context in order to present what is currently being produced within
this field in Norway. 
 
Atelier Nord wishes to contribute to the exploration of and the
challenges around the presentation and perception of video art and
film, especially with historical reference to the different media.

Sound Art in Public Space
The aim is to deepen the understanding of the artistic use of sound in
site-specific public space settings with special attention to conceptual
and social functions. The project will address a wide spectrum of
topics, from practical physical work with sound sculptures and
installations as well as conceptual and social approaches and focus on
architectural and acoustic concerns when incorporating sound art in
buildings and public spaces.
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ATOPIA
is an artist initiative in Oslo dedicated to the 
development of experimental film and video art 
in Norway. 

Still from «Static», Inger Lise Hansen
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Retrospective: Film- and Video art,  
Norway, 1960–90

Cities of the World: Tehran

ATOPIA

Over the past ten years Atopia has developed into a semi-professio-
nal art space and it has organized numerous events, workshops, 
presentations, exhibitions and commissions both inside and outside 
of Norway.

In the recent years Atopia has focused on producing research based 
exhibition projects with National and International artists working 
with the moving image. These exhibitions are available for screening 
and exhibition in all other interested venues. Currently we are working 
on the following projects:

Retrospective
Film & video art, Norway (The 90s) which is concerned with the history 
of film and video art in Norway and its global interactions. The project 
aims to highlight a new artistic path in exploring art history.

Cities of the World
Aims to explore the geo-political aspects of artists’ sensibilities, 
productions and the relationship between «place and experience».  
This is a project that involves curators and artists in major urban 
centers around the world. 

Co-founder and artistic leader: Farhad Kalantary
Ivan Bjørndals gate 34, 0472 Oslo
E-mail: info@atopia.no
www.atopia.no

Atopia is sponsored by:  

ATOPIA
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BEK
(Bergen Centre for Electronic Arts) is an 
interdisciplinary centre for the development of art 
and new technology. We want to extend the field 
of electronic art through collaboration, reflection 
and the sharing of knowledge.

BEK host project rooms and workshops for the development of artworks, electronic  
tools for art production and exhibitions. Being a space for creating and sharing know-

ledge. Here from the instrument building workshop with Johannes Bergmark. Photo: BEK
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BEK arrange various art events with local, national and international artists. 
Durative Exercises was one weekend of art and music in the old villa in Kalfarlien 18.  

The villa slowly changed from a private home in to a house for the arts. The meta- 
morphose begun parallel to the Bergen Assembly, the Art Triennale in Bergen.  

Curated by Anne Marthe Dyvi for BEK. Photo: BEK

BEK

BEK emphasizes international and national cooperation and exchange. 
We actively support the local art scene by initiating, producing and 
presenting art projects, and assist in finding partners for exhibitions, 
concerts and art events. We offer expertise through supervision, 
project management and training. Our studios and project rooms are 
used for audio and video recording and editing, work on physical 
computing for the arts and development of spatial art practices.

At BEK you will encounter a supportive community of artists encouraging 
you to develop your artistic work.

Program 2014
Some of the projects BEK will arrange, develop and co-produce 
during 2014:

•  BEK will be the co-producer for several artworks for festivals, 
     theatres and galleries.

•  Artists, researchers and PhD students are invited to implement part  
    of their research/production period at BEK. 

•  BEK will be working with various local festivals and other initiatives   
     and institutions.

•  Rad#6 and more, projects with several artists from a wide range of   
     artistic practices curated to create one-off events.

•  Jamoma, a modular framework for real-time processing of multi-
     media. An international team of developers will continue their work.

•  Modality, a toolkit to simplify the creation of electronic instruments.

•  Workshops and meetups about app creation, Max/MSP, Jitter,  
     Live Video, GEN, OpenGI and more.

•  Preparing for the 15th year anniversary of BEK in 2015.

Director: Lars Ove Toft (lars.ove.toft@bek.no)
Art development: Anne Marthe Dyvi (annemarthesin@gmail.com)
Research: Trond Lossius (trond.lossius@bek.no)
Phone: (+47) 55 23 30 80 
C. Sundtsgt. 55, 5004 Bergen, Norway
www.bek.no

BEK

BEK and Bergen Public Library collaborates on the development of «Bergen leser- 
sammen», an arena for reading aloud. Users of the public library in Bergen where 

invited to contribute to a collective reading of litterature for an unknown audience by 
means of a digital installation. Developed by Stian Remvik and Trond Lossius/BEK. 

Photo: Screenshot from the web interface/Bergen Public Library
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DANS fOR 
VOKSNE
concerts, workshops and other stuff related  
to experimental music
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ok, so we know that the root system is outdated  
as a metaphor, and that we’re a bit tired of talking 
about rhizomes. ‘rotsystem‘ is the norwegian word 
for it. . maybe we’re not so fond of the system, 
actually. we don’t really believe in it. maybe ‘system‘ 
is only what the brain tries to look like when it’s 
posing. or maybe it’s the brain projecting its self 
image onto the world. . without ‘system’ we’re left 
with ‘rot‘, which means root, but also clutter: 
something you don’t overview. heaps of random 
stuff in random places, that relate to each other 
only in the way that they’re in the same space. . all 
though the brain frantically tries to give it all sense 
by making all sorts of connections. specially if it has 
the impression that it’s made by someone on 
purpose. . we think you know what mess is. from 
your own home. at least we know it from ours, and 
you may come and have a look if you don’t know 
what we’re talking about. that might also give you  
a glimpse of the interior of our heads. . anyways – 
‘rot‘ – we guess that’s our kind of fundament. we 
plan to take a closer look at it this year, but also to 
base some activity on it. . for twenty fourteen that 
will be forest walks, music workshops with deaf 
people, with special kids, on activism, hardware  
and so on. . and maybe a few gigs to celebrate our 
eleven year’s anniversary in august.

dansforvoksne@gmail.com
www.dansforvoksne.no

DANS fOR VOKSNE
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Opening of Andy Graciè s installation «Xanadu» 
for Vitenfabrikken, Sandnes 2012. Photo: i/o/lab

I/O/LAB
Based in Stavanger, at Tou Scene – a former 
brewery transformed into a cultural house, i/o/lab 
has since 2001 promoted artistic projects that 
explore the interplay between technology, science 
and social context. 

A special interest for Bioart has developed over 
the years. Parallel to artistic production, we focus 
on outreach activities promoting new media art in  
public space.
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Article biennale, Stavanger 2014

I/O/LAB

i/o/lab also provides consultancy and advisory services related to 
public art projects. i/o/lab initiates collaborations with other art and 
cultural organizations to stimulate externally oriented activities 
through both discourses and presentations of art that makes use  
of new technology.

fields of activities
i/o/lab is the producer of:

Article biennale
A festival devoted to art/technology/science. 
Article is based in Stavanger, Norway.
The next festival will take place during autumn 2014
Interest area of Article biennale 2014 will be Art+Science
www.article.no

Public Art Screens
Public Art Screens offers a complete solution for screening curated 
video art. Make contact if you want to know more at hege@iolab.no
www.publicartscreens.no

Other activities in 2014
i/o/lab will curate three short term projects for Vitenfabrikken 
– a Science Center placed in Sandnes, Norway.
The selected projects will be posted on our webpage early 2014

Managing director/ Artist/ Curator/ Freelance writer: Hege Tapio
Phone: (+47) 976 01 087 / e-mail: hege@iolab.no
www.iolab.no
i/o/lab - Center for future arts
Postboks 308,sentrum, 4004 Stavanger, Norway

I/O/LAB
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Detail from the works of Ingrid Toogood. 
Photo courtesy of Ingrid Toogood

(Centre for Art and Film) is a Norwegian centre for 
contemporary art and moving image, that initiates 
and promotes new forms of expression and 
communication through creative use of technology 
in the arts, exploring this blurry field through 
exhibitions, film screenings, lectures, seminars, 
workshops, debates and other events.

KINOKINO
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potential of new textile technology. Soft Technology opens up to develop 
a new visual language that connects traditionally opposing fi elds like 
technology and interactive communication with textiles and soft materials.

Towards the end of April, KINOKINO turn analogue when we present an 
exhibition by the painter Ingrid Toogood. She works with paintings in an 
extended field where the paintings manifests itself on surfaces and 
three-dimensionally in the space. The works problematize picturesque 
effects, illusions, and representation of space.

Olav Kyrresgt. 5, 4307 Sandnes, 
Phone: (+47) 953 32 379  
E-mail: post@kinokino.no 
www.kinokino.no

Still from «Five Parts - a Motholic Mobble (part 5)» by Kaia Hugin from the  
exhibition Artists Film International. Photo courtesy of Kaia Hugin

KINOKINO

A selection of the 
winter/autumn 2014 program 
Moving into 2014, KINOKINO is showing the exhibition Artists Film 
International 2013, which is organized by a group of institutions all over 
the world. Artists Film International pools the knowledge and exper-
tise of museums and galleries, to provide an international showcase for 
the work of some of the most exciting young artists working with film, 
video and animation today. All institutions have selected one national 
video artist to represent their own country and the institution, to 
participate with works shown at all venues. KINOKINO have selected 
the video artist Kaja Hugin showing her work Five Parts – a Motholic 
Mobble (part 5).

Next up is the exhibition Haptosonics curated by Tincuta Heinzel and 
Hillevi Munthe. The exhibition is a collaboration between KINOKINO and 
Pnek partners i/o/lab and Atelier Nord ANX. Haptosonics is an exhibition 
project part of the Soft Technology project that focuses on the artistic 

«Heaven Can Wait» by Bull.Miletic from the exhibition «This Must Be The Place  
(pick me up and turn me round (part I)». Photo: Nils-Thomas Økland

KINOKINO
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For 2014 Erich Berger will curate an exhibition titled «Living in a 
hybrid environment» at Kunsthall Grenland showing artistic practice 
engaging with science, technology and the environment.

Partners in Norway
Kristiansand Kunsthall, Oslo Fine Art Society, Tromsø Fine Art Society 
and Stavanger Fine Art Society.

EEA partners in Europe
«Metropolis» project, Imago Mundi Foundation and Kronika Center 
for Contemporary Art, Bytom. 
«Art and Science Meetings», Laznia Center for Contemporary Art, Gdansk.

is a foundation in Porsgrunn. We strive an open and 
audience friendly profile, through exhibitions, 
education and workshops for various target groups. 
Our projects will reflect the innovation that exists 
in contemporary art, often represented in the form 
of experiments, risk taking and social commitment.

KUNSThALL 
gRENLAND

kunsthall grenland
storgata 164, 3915 porsgrunn, norway
+47 993 29 969 / +47 35 55 95 12
www.kunsthallgrenland.no

KUNSThALL gRENLAND

The exhibition ”Living In A Hybrid Environment”,  
curated by Erich Berger, opens Sept 27, 2014.
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LyD-
gALLERIET
(The Soundgallery) is a gallery for sound art and 
crossdisciplinary work using sound. It is situated in 
the centre of Bergen. The gallery explores sound 
based art and auditive culture through exhibitions, 
concerts and interventions in public spaces.
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LyDgALLERIET

A major project in 2014 is Lydhørt, a series of exhibitions curated by a group 
of commissioned curators, Signe Liden, Julie Lillelien Porter, Daniela 
Cascella, and Rune Søchting.

Program 2014
January 17  – February 23: Alvin Lucier

February 28 – March 16: Ånond Versto 

March 19: Borealis projects
     1. Aernoudt Jacobs: Photophon#1
     2. David Helbich: Bergen Tracks, sound walk
     3. Asbjørn Flø: Dobbeltgjenger (Bergen Kunsthall)

May 2 – June 3: Tolga Balci

June 6 – 29: Lydhørt#1: Signe Liden

September 6 – 28: Lydhørt#2: Julie Lillelien Porter

October 17 – November 16: Ekko festival exhibition

November: Piksel exhibition 

November: Lydhørt#3: Daniela Cascella

January 2015: Lydhørt#4: Rune Søchting

Østre Skostredet 3, 5017 Bergen 
E-mail: post@lydgalleriet.no 
www.oestre.no

LyDgALLERIET

Lydgalleriet presents local and international sound art in a wide range of 
formats: kinetic sculptures, installations, loudspeaker concerts, perfor-
mances and demonstrations. Exhibited artists include Chris Watson, 
Peter Vogel, Martin Riches, Zimoun, A+O, Christian Marclay, Natasha 
Barrett, The Owl Project, Jana Winderen and Felix Thorn.  

In 2012 Lydgalleriet moved into renovated spaces in Østre Skostredet 3, 
together with its new partner, the electronic music festival Ekko. The 
venue, Østre, offers two floors and 230 m2 of space where Lydgalleriet and 
Ekko organise exhibitions, concerts and club nights.

Lydgalleriet is a member of the European sound art network Resonance, 
along with Intro in situ (Maastricht), Festival van Vlanderen (Kortrijk), 
Singuhr Hörgalerie (Berlin) and Le Bon Accueil (Rennes). In 2014, Aerno-
udt Jacobs and David Helbich will present works at Lydgalleriet as part of 
the network.

«Photophon#1» by Aernoudt Jacobs.
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NOTAm
is the Norwegian center for technology in music  
and art, with wide activities in research and 
development of technology as defined by artistic 
requirements, support for composers, musicians 
and artists, broad collaborations in education on all 
levels, and production of concerts, performances, 
exhibitions, symposia and other types of events 
directed towards specialized and general audiences.

From the Notam/SkRR exhibition at Oslo Maker Faire 2013 at  
Oslo Museum of Science and Technology. The installation – an 

electronically augmented chess board that composes music in real 
time – will also feature at several events in 2014. Photo: Erik Strutz
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Nordheim, Kolberg and Rudnik. The project is funded by EEA Grants and 
will be concluded in late 2014.

International Partners
CeReNeM Institute at University of Huddersfield
Exchange of competences and residencies.

Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival
Annual festival for contemporary music in Huddersfield, UK.  
Production contributions. 

Foundation 4.99
Cultural exchange between Norway and Poland financed by EEA Grants.

Institutionally, NOTAM’s network is widely spread internationally – we 
collaborate on project-basis with large and small institutions on many 
levels. In Norway, NOTAM works mainly directly with artists, with 
institutions of higher education, particularly in Oslo and Trondheim, 
and also collaborates with concert producers such as Ny Musikk and 
Ultima Oslo Contemporary Music Festival, as well as with the different 
nodes in PNEK whenever opportunities arise.
www.nymusikk.no / www.ultima.no

NOTAM’s activities include much more than what is mentioned above,  
for a closer look, visit our website or contact us by email.

Director: Notto J W Thelle
E-mail: admin@notam02.no
www.notam02.no

NOTAm

highlights in 2014
Concert series
The concert series LydMyren continues with support from Arts Council 
Norway – featuring artists involved with electronic or electroacoustic 
music, with varying themes and special guests.  

Forum series
Counterpointing the concert series is NotamForum with SkRR – 
monthly informal get-togethers with varying themes for anyone 
interested in music technology, sound design, and issues related to the 
composition and performance of electronic or electroacoustic music.

Composer in residence: Eduardo Reck Miranda
We are greatly looking forward to several residencies by Brazilian-born, 
UK-based composer Eduardo Reck Miranda in 2014. Miranda will be at 
Notam to further develop computer-aided orchestration techniques 
based on fMRI brain scans – a field which he has pioneered since the 
90s. He will be working both with our staff and programmers and 
artists in Notam’s network while in Norway. Miranda’s residencies at 
Notam is supported by Arts Council Norway and PNEK.

Online course in multimedia programming 
Our online course in the graphical programming environment Max is 
available in both English and Norwegian, and runs once a year for a 
duration of five months. All participants submit assignments via email 
and receive personal feedback on their solutions. Next course starts in 
September 2014.

Eastern Waves: Warsawa Oslo 
A new European collaboration between Notam and Foundation 4.99 in 
Warsaw, Poland will shed light on early electronic works by Arne 
Nordheim, Kåre Kolberg and Eugeniusz Rudnik, who both Nordheim 
and Kolberg collaborated with in Warsaw in the 60s and 70s. Musical 
partners in the project are Helge Sten (aka Deathprod) and Maja Ratkje, 
who are commissioned to make works based on original material from 

NOTAm
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PIKSEL
is a distributed network of artists and  
developers, and an annual festival for electronic 
art and technological freedom, organised in 
Bergen, Norway.

The festival involves 50–60 participants from 
more than a dozen countries each year; 
exchanging ideas, exhibiting and presenting art 
and software projects, hosting workshops, 
offering performances and discussions on the 
aesthetics and politics of free and open source 
software, DIY hardware and art. «Haptic City», Artemis Papageorgiou, Afroditi Psarra
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Projects 2014 
•  Piksel Lab will be established in Bergen as a place for research and
     experimentation focusing on DIY bioart, open source electronics      
     and hackable technologies. The lab will host workshops, residencies 
     and presentations outside of the Piksel Festival.

•  NORTH – Creative Network that facilitates cultural exchange and   
     fosters open innovation in contemporary media art, will be developed 
     in a result of project activities, collaboratively implemented by 
     partners from Latvia, Iceland and Norway in their countries. The 
     main project activities include: Creative Practices – with ’creative 
     lab’   showcases, workshops and artist exchanges, International  
     Festivals – with exhibitions, conferences and other public events, 
     and PR & Publicity activity – for maintaining the link with both  
     local and international audiences.

•  Open Learning Steps and Open-sourcing Festivals (OLSOF),  
     EU Grundtvig project in collaboration with Pixelache Helsinki,  
     Mal au Pixel Paris, Pikslaverk Reykjavik, Access Space Sheffield.

•  The 12th annual Piksel festival is scheduled for November 2014.  
     Open call for projects will be announced in mid April.

Network and international partners 
Apo33.org www.apo33.org
Pixelache Network www.network.pixelache.ac/
Ohanda (Open Source Hardware and Design Alliance) www.ohanda.org
LGRU (Libre Graphics Research Unit) www.lgru.net
OpenSound www.opensound.eu
Hackteria www.hackteria.org

Piksel values international cooperation and any interested organiza-
tions boasting a similar profile should contact the festival director.

Festival director and curator: Gisle Frøysland (gif@piksel.no)
Strandgaten 223, 5004 Bergen
E-mail: info@piksel.no / www.piksel.no

PIKSEL

fields of activities 
Familiarity with the topic of free software and open hardware, gathered 
with the network accumulated through the festival activity, have 
opened for Piksel getting involved in a range of exciting collaborative 
projects throughout the year. Internationally, Piksel is collaborating 
with selected media labs on shared artist-in-residency projects.

 
Piksel Pulse 
Piksel Pulse is an umbrella term covering the activities Piksel is involved 
in throughout the year, such as taking par t in workshops and collabo-
rations with international media research labs.

Crossdisciplinary and international cooperation with partner 
organizations holds great importance for Piksel, as the mutual 
exchange of experience and research secures further development 
and improvement.

Ryan Jordan, «Derelict Electronics» performance at Piksel13

PIKSEL
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(Trondheim Electronic Arts Centre)  is a non-profit 
organisation founded in Trondheim in 2002 as a 
competence and resource centre for techno based 
art projects.  

TEKS is the organiser of Meta.Morf, biennale for 
art and technology.  The organization is funded 
by the Arts council Norway and Trondheim 
Municipality.

TEKS

www.stanza.co.uk
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Augmented Sculpture, Pablo Valbuena

Netropolis, Berlin, Michael Najjarz

TEKS
Artistic and scientific research are continuously challenging and 
changing our perspectives on life, often implying new philosophical and 
existential questions. Biotechnology, nanotechnology, neuroscience 
and new communications and computer technologies represent fields 
that expands the boundaries of artistic practices, practises that in turn 
may reveal unexplored viewpoints for scientifically based research.

Meta.Morf shall present artists, musicians, writers and researchers for  
a broader audience with projects and performances that in various ways 
helps extending our perspectives on life and beyond.

meta.morf 2014 – Lost in Transition
May 1 – June 1, 2014. Trondheim. 

Meta.Morf 2014 has the ambition of illuminating transformative 
processes as aesthetic phenomena. Phenomena that in themselves 
are of great intrinsic value. 

The perpetual processes of change that can be observed within all 
levels of the universe, from micro to macro scale, from stardust to 
animate entities, are constantly generating new patterns and 
structures. These are processes that in turn affect further development 
of physical form, conceptual ideas, social structures and eco-systems 
of any kind.
 
Meta.Morf 2014 recognizes the processes of change to be a necessary 
gateway for questions related to our origin and destination. With the 
assumption that the only true constant in the universe is change, we 
may indeed envision ourselves entrancingly lost in transition.

Director: Espen Gangvik 
Phone: (+47) 73 48 80 30 
E-mail: teks@teks.no
www.teks.no / www.metamorf.no
TEKS, PB 2227 Sentrum, 7412 Trondheim, Norway

TEKS
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Utsikten Kunstsenter is an arena for art and 
technology, located in the south of Norway. 
We aim to present work from an international 
arena to our region

UTSIKTEN

Utsikten, Kvinesdal 
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UTSIKTEN

Utsikten Kunstsenter is located outside the urban centres on  
a mountain top, a context uncommon to many of the artworks that 
have been presented here. Both artist and audience have been 
attracted to the contrast and connections between electronic art  
and nature that has appeared.

Utsikten has an artist in residence program where artists can apply 
twice a year. We can provide a panoramic screen and projectors arena 
for those interested in experimenting with panoramic formats. In 
collaboration with Kvinesdal Cinema, (Dolby 3D Technology for Theatres), 
we can also provide an screening arena for artists experimenting with 3D.

Director: Torill Haugen
Phone: (+47) 92 22 22 27
E-mail: torill@utsiktenkunstsenter.no
www.utsiktenkunstsenter.no
Facebook/Utsikten Kunstsenter

UTSIKTEN

Utsikten, Kvinesdal.  
Photo: Kai- Wilhelm Nessler

Utsikten, Kvinesdal 

Utsikten, Kvinesdal 
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friendly local structures outside PNEK
All Ears (Oslo)  www.all-ears.no

Arts Council Norway  www.kulturrad.no

Bergen Kjøtt (Bergen)  www.bergenkjott.no

Black Box Teater (Oslo)  www.blackbox.no

Borealis (Bergen)  www.borealisfestival.no

Ekko (Bergen)  www.ekko.no

Fellesverkstedet (Oslo) www.fellesverkstedet.no

Flaggfabrikken (Bergen)  www.flaggfabrikken.net

Hausmania (Oslo) www.hausmania.org

Henie-Onstad Art Center (Oslo) www.hok.no

Insomnia (Tromsø)  www.insomniafestival.no

Knipsu (Bergen)  www.knipsu.no

Kunsthall Oslo www.kunsthalloslo.no

Kunstnernes Hus (Oslo) www.kunstnerneshus.no

Kurant (Tromsø)  www.kurant.cc

Meteor (Bergen)  www.bit-teatergarasjen.no

Momentum (Moss)  www.momentum.no

NABROAD (London)  www.nabroad.org

NuArt/Numusic (Stavanger)  www.numusic.no

Ny Musikk (9 cities)  www.nymusikk.no

OCA (Office for Contemporary Art)  www.oca.no

Pikene på Broen (Kirkenes)  www.pikene.no

Punkt (Kristiansand)  www.punktfestival.no

Screen City (Stavanger/Sandnes) www.screencity.no

Screen Festival (Oslo)  www.screenfestival.no

Senter for Samtidskunst (Trondheim)  www.samtidskunst.no

Short Film Festival (Grimstad)  www.kortfilmfestivalen.no

Sound of Mu (Oslo)  www.soundofmu.no

The Dream That Kicks  www.gregpope.org/the-dream-that-kicks 

Tou Scene (Stavanger)  www.touscene.com

U.F.O. (Oslo)  www.u-f-o.no

UKS (Oslo)  www.uks.no

Ultima (Oslo)  www.ultima.no

Underskog  www.underskog.no

Funding   Festival   Guide/what’s on                            Space/place

NOTES
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MEMBER NODES

FRIENDLY LOCAL STRUCTURES 
OUTSIDE PNEK
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